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Vibrational dynamics of a c(2Ã2) phase induced by nitrogen adsorption on Cu(001)
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1Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854, USA
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Helium-atom scattering and density-functional perturbation theory DFPT calculations invoking the linear-
response approximation and the pseudopotential approach have been used to study the vibrational dynamics of
c22-like phases produced by nitrogen-ion implantation and subsequent annealing of Cu001 surfaces. We
find that, while the c22 phonon dispersion relations are different from those of clean Cu001, neither the
acoustic nor the optical surface phonon mode energies measured along both 100 and 11̄0 directions are
dependent on N coverage once the c22 pattern is formed. We show that the dispersion of the surface
phonon modes is well reproduced with an analysis of the DFPT calculations of a nonstress relieved c22
structure. A marked softening of a zone center optical mode is very apparent both experimentally and in the
calculations. We show this softening arises largely because of interplanar Cu surface relaxations induced by N
adsorption.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.115465 PACS numbers: 81.07.b, 63.20.D, 63.22.m, 61.46.w
I. INTRODUCTION
The nitrogen on Cu001 adsorbate system has received
much attention in recent years, as it is a system that is known
to exhibit nanoscale ordering. Large-scale superstructures,
which are observed at N coverages below 0.35 ML, self-
assemble with a repeat distance of order 55 Å. Essentially,
nearly perfect square patches are known to assemble between
narrow nitrogen-free channels aligned along 100 directions.
Inside the patch, there is an ordered phase that appears
c22-like. A lower resolution low-energy electron dif-
fraction LEED system does not distinguish the high-order
superstructure from a simple c22 structure.1,2 However,
LEED and x-ray diffraction have now been used successfully
in resolving the larger-scale superstructure periodicity.3–5
STM has been used by many authors to study the
superstructures.6–11 The assembly of the superstructure at
lower coverages has also been traced by STM.12 An exten-
sive review is available.8
While copper nitride interfaces have some applications in
interconnect technologies,13 interest in this nanoscopic sys-
tem has largely been motivated by the possibility of using it
as a template for further growth of nanoscale structures. For
example, oxygen adsorption on this superstructure has been
shown to be site-selective.14 Also the electronic properties of
metal clusters grown on N-containing and N-free regions
differ.15 Metallic overlayer growth may be concentrated be-
tween the N-containing patches.16–20 A particular interest, of
course, has been looking into the possibility of high-density
data storage by the reading and writing of magnetic informa-
tion in arrays of small magnetic clusters grown on the N on
Cu template.21
Our initial studies were motivated by an interest in the
effects of stress on the dynamics of the basic c22 struc-
ture. Croset and co-workers3,5 have proposed that the large-
scale assembly is due to stress relief, that is, strain compen-
sation within the c22 patches by lateral displacements in
the N-free regions. Their x-ray diffraction studies have been
strongly supportive of strain fields that extend many layers
deep into the single-crystal Cu substrate, and that develop
because of the intrinsically stressed N-containing patches.
This type of strain pattern has also been employed in the
analysis of “distortions” of Cu and N arrays in scanning tun-
neling microscopy STM images.8,11 At N coverages above
0.35 ML, and approaching N saturation at 0.5 ML, stress
relief is achieved by a second distinct mechanism: channels
of missing Cu atoms are seen to assemble, aligned along
11̄0 directions.
In the vast majority of studies it has been assumed that the
c22 structure has a p4mm symmetry based on N’s sitting
in fourfold hollow sites. However photoelectron diffraction
PhD has indicated an alternative structure of a lower p2mm
symmetry, in which the N atoms are believed to sit in hollow
sites, but at a height between a split-height Cu plane. Hoeft
et al.22 have proposed that half of the “top layer” of Cu
atoms are displaced upwards with respect to a lower half.
Figure 1 illustrates the essence of the conflicting models for
the c22 structure. Hoeft’s model has credibility, as the
rumpling of the topmost Cu plane is a possible mechanism
for lateral stress relief with the c22 N/Cu001 structure.
However, our recent density-functional theory DFT calcu-
lations of the structure and surface stress on c22
N/Cu001 surface23 have shown that the most stable 0.5 ML
N/Cu001 phase is the fourfold hollow model, as in earlier
calculations of Yoshimoto and Tsuneyuki,24 and that Hoeft’s
rumpling does not act to relieve the high compressive stress
induced by the N atoms on the surface.
In this paper we report on recent He atom scattering
HAS measurements of the c22 N/Cu001 structure
and on the calculated vibrational modes of the relaxed but
“unreconstructed c22 N/Cu001,” and compare these
with prior electron-energy-loss spectroscopy EELS mea-
surements. Close agreement in vibrational mode energies is
found. The fourfold hollow adsorbate model is also able to
predict accurately the dispersion of some newly observed
optical phonon modes, seen along the -100 direction.
Lastly, we seek evidence for the influence of lateral stress
variations on surface phonon mode energies.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experiments were performed in a 99.0° fixed scatter-
ing angle, high-resolution, helium atom scattering apparatus
that has been described in detail elsewhere.25 Briefly, an in-
tense thermal-energy He beam is made by expansion of
30–60 bar helium through a 20-m-diameter nozzle and
by separation of the emergent shock wave with a 0.5 mm
skimmer. The nearly monoenergetic v /v1% He beam
is scattered from the sample crystal and pulse counting is
performed with an rf quadrupole mass spectrometer. Energy
analysis is achieved through time-of-flight measurements.
The incident energy is controlled by varying the nozzle tem-
perature. In the measurements reported here, the incident
atom beam energy varied between 14.5 and 31.5 meV. J=0
→1 HD rotational energy losses/gains were used to cali-
brate the time-of-flight path length of this instrument.25
In a base pressure of 210−10 mbar, the single-crystal,
1-cm-diameter Cu001 sample was cleaned with repeated
cycles of sputtering 15 min, Ne+, 1 keV, 13 A /cm2 at
room temperature, and annealing up to 673 K for 10 min.
The nitrogen exposure was achieved through bleeding of N2
through the same ion gun source. The total current including
1 keV N+- and/or N2+-ion currents on the room-temperature
grounded sample was measured to be typically of order
5 A /cm2. The integrated current was used as a measure
of the cumulative N implantation on or into the surface. Final
sample preparation typically involved annealing to 600–620
K for 5 min. Auger electron spectroscopy was used to moni-
tor N coverages. The normalized peak-to-peak N KLL 380
eV/Cu LMM 920 eV ratio was 0.250.02 for an annealed
N-saturated surface, Ep=3 kV, with 0.49 ML of N.9
3000 C ion exposures were more than sufficient for N
saturation. The majority of the phonon measurements, shown
later, are taken from saturated surfaces at an exposure level
of 5000 C.
III. CALCULATIONAL METHOD
We have carried out density-functional theory calculations
using the generalized gradient approximation GGA based
on the plane-wave basis set and the pseudopotential
approach.26 The QUANTUM-ESPRESSO computer code27 was
used with ultrasoft pseudopotentials28 for all elements. For
the exchange-correlation energy, the GGA was used with the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional.29 A kinetic-energy cut-
off of 40 Ry was used for the plane-wave basis set. Simula-
tions of the unreconstructed c22 N overlayer on Cu001
used a c22 unit cell. A supercell consisted of a slab of
nine Cu layers separated by 15 Å of vacuum. The slabs were
symmetric about the center layer and thus held inversion
symmetry. Integrations inside the Brillouin zone of the c2
2 unit cell are performed according to the Monkhorst-
Pack scheme,30 with a rectangular grid of k points of dimen-
sions 991. The so-performed integrations use a Gauss-
ian broadening technique31 for the level occupation, where
the smearing parameter is set to 0.2 eV. The N atoms were
adsorbed on both sides of the slab. All atoms were allowed to
relax until forces on each atom reduced to less than 2
10−3 eV /Å.
Surface phonon mode calculations were performed for an
unreconstructed c22 N/Cu001 phase. Namely, calcula-
tions were made for an infinitely extended, nonstress-
relieved, c22 phase. We have used density-functional
perturbation theory DFPT calculations based on linear-
response theory and the harmonic approximation.32,33 Pho-
non dispersion curves were obtained by a standard Fourier
interpolation method using a 22 q-point mesh. Surface
force constants were merged with bulk force constants and
an asymmetric bulk slab of 45 layers was added to obtain
projected bulk phonon modes using standard lattice dynami-
cal methods.
Vibrational modes were labeled as “surface modes” when
the eigenvectors contained contributions larger than 30%
within the top two Cu layers.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have used helium scattering to measure phonon
modes of the c22 N/Cu001 surface, along both 11̄0
and 100 azimuthal directions. EELS studies of surface pho-
non modes in this surface as measured along the 11̄0 di-




















FIG. 1. Top and side views of two models for the c22 local
structure, observed in the N/Cu001 adsorbate system. The two
large white squares show the c22 unit cell. The equivalent
p2 2R45° unit cells are shown with the smaller white dia-
monds. In the top view, the upper left quadrant illustrates the con-
ventional fourfold hollow-site model that has been assumed by the
majority of authors. The lower right quadrant illustrates the second
model of Hoeft et al. Note that the highest copper atoms are shown
in the lightest shade of gray. The second model has two different
heights in the “top 1 ML Cu.” The vertical displacements have been
exaggerated in the side view; the heights of subplanes are indi-
cated here also. The upper right quadrant, in the top view, illustrates
the senses of the displacement pattern of an M-point Cu surface
phonon that is equivalent to the Cu displacements seen in the sec-
ond model for the c22 unit cell.
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rection, i.e., from  through to the X point of the Brillouin
zone, have already been reported.34,35 Unfortunately data had
not been included for the other, 100, high-symmetry direc-
tion. The helium scattering data here complements this data,
and also shows new results in the -M direction. An energy-
analyzed He-atom scattering scan is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
single peaks are indicators of the diffuse elastic scattering
component along this direction at E=0 or of discrete en-
ergy transfers to/from surface phonon modes. At this angle,
four distinct inelastic peaks are resolved.
Information from this and many similar time-of-flight
scans are used to compound the information in the surface
phonon dispersion plot of Fig. 3. In the extended zone
scheme both acoustic and optical modes are observed, and
the intensities of these modes are seen generally to die away
with increasing exchange of parallel momentum. The acous-
tic mode is probably a Rayleigh-type mode, involving strong
perpendicular displacements of the copper atoms along a sur-
face normal. Assignment of the optical mode is best done by
comparison with the calculated phonon mode energies.
The presence of an optical mode is not surprising as it can
be thought of as a backfolded mode, following the ordering
of the N adsorbate and enlargement of the surface unit cell to
the c22 structure. Figure 4 illustrates the nature of the
reciprocal lattice backfolding, in an ideal c22 structure,
and defines the terminology used here for high-symmetry
reciprocal lattice points.
By backfolding the -M surface phonon modes, the pho-
non dispersion data can be summarized in the reduced zone
dispersion plot of Fig. 5. Note that these data utilize an in-
commensurate reciprocal lattice vector=1.700 Å−1. This
value was selected as a means to map all modes from first,
second, and even the third Brillouin zones on to a single
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FIG. 2. Color online Energy-resolved helium-atom backscat-
tered intensities, measured at an incident angle, 	i=47.5°. The total
scattering angle is fixed at 99.0°. The incident-beam energy Ei
=31.3 meV, and incident azimuth 100. N-ion exposure
=5000 C, 
N=0.49 ML. The surface temperature Tx=300 K.
The letters “A” and “O” on the graph refer, respectively, to acoustic
and optical modes.




































FIG. 3. Color online Dispersion curves of measured surface-
phonon modes, along the 100 azimuth and plotted in the expanded
zone scheme. Example scan curves continuous parabolas—blue in
the color online version are illustrated to indicate the extent of
scattering angle used; 	i=29.5° –67.5°. Ei=31.3 meV, incident
azimuth 100, N exposure=5000 C, 

















FIG. 4. Real-space images of the 11 Cu surface and the
c22 N on Cu structures are shown above. Note: the c22 is
equally described as a p22R45° unit cell. Reciprocal lattice
points, especially those at high-symmetry positions, are illustrated
in the lower row.
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FIG. 5. Dispersion curves of measured surface-phonon modes,
plotted in the incommensurate reduced zone scheme along the 100
azimuth. Ei=31.3 meV, N exposure=5000 C, 
N=0.49
0.5 ML, and Tx=173 K. Note: in the backfolded scheme a
2.4% expanded lattice parameter of 3.696 Å is utilized to map one
dispersion curve onto itself. The zone boundary position is found at
0.850 Å−1. The corresponding bulk value is at 0.870 Å−1.
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curve. Modes detected along the 11̄0 high-symmetry direc-
tion -X are plotted in Fig. 6. All these modes are taken
from the first zone only; the incommensurate zone boundary
is anticipated to be at 1.202 Å−1, Fig. 7a shows how our
calculated full dispersion of surface and near-surface phonon
modes of the optimized unreconstructed c22 N/Cu100
phase compares with our experimental data.
Before analyzing these calculations, it is useful to test the
computational techniques by applying them to the clean sur-
face. Figures 7b and 7c show how the calculated disper-
sion curves compare with early experimental data. Likewise,
key “high-symmetry point” clean-surface mode energy esti-
mates are reported in Table I below and compared with pre-
viously reported measurements. The clean-surface Cu001
has been studied extensively by theory and experiments see
Refs. 39–41 and references therein. Of particular relevance
to the present calculation is that of Dal Corso, who analyzed
at length the phonon dispersion of clean Cu001 by also
using the density-functional perturbation theory with the
generalized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof functional, the plane-wave approach, the pseudo-
potential ultrasoft scheme, and the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO
computer code. The agreement between DFPT calculations
and phonon measurements has been, in general, fairly satis-
factory. The sharp longitudinal resonance detected in HAS
measurements38 on Cu001, however, has not so far been
reproduced in DFPT calculations. In the present paper we
shall not address the answer to the origin of such a longitu-
dinal resonance, partly because it is not present in our HAS
spectra after N chemisorption. However, since the issue of
the longitudinal resonance has been a long-standing problem
that persists for several metal surfaces, we refer the reader to
the work of Chis et al., who recently addressed the cases of
Al001 Ref. 42 and Cu111.43
Since in the following analysis we also describe how the
modes of clean Cu001 change upon N chemisorption, it is
thus instructive to compare the phonon mode energies of the
unreconstructed c22 N/Cu100 phase with those from
the clean N-free surface. High-symmetry point mode ener-
gies from calculations of the idealized and unreconstructed
c22 structure can be compared with experimental obser-
vations and estimates from a clean surface in Table II fol-
lowing.
Many of the dispersion curves in Figs. 7a–7c fade out
at certain points in the Brillouin zones as, when surface and
bulk modes of mixable symmetries approach resonance, the
displacement patterns may become more extensively distrib-
uted throughout the slab. The mode polarizations can also
change across the zone. For the N/Cu system, and in both
-X and - phonon directions, close agreement is found
between measured and some calculated phonon energies.
Thus, for almost all observed modes we are able to unam-
biguously identify the polarization vectors. Below we dis-
cuss these mode polarizations for the observed dispersion
modes and for selected other modes.
Along the -100 direction, predominantly only
clean-surface Rayleigh-type waves are observed via helium
scattering. In practice, cross-sections of the other calculated
vibrational modes are too low for observation. The presence
of the N overlayer with c22 periodicity induces a gap
opening of the old clean-surface Rayleigh wave. The dis-
placement patterns of the new zone boundary modes, at ,
are illustrated in Fig. 8. Both show vertical displacements
within the topmost Cu layer, and longitudinal and vertical
motions within the second layer Cu atoms. Only the lower
“8.9 meV” mode exhibits vertical motion of the N atoms as
well.
We now explain why the presence of adsorbed N will
induce a gap opening at . Without N, the two substrate
displacement patterns in Figs. 8a and 8b are identical.
Given the displacement patterns in the presence of N, how-
ever, there are two nonequivalent sites for N: 1 above the
second-layer Cu atoms that have vertical displacement Fig.
8a and 2 above the second-layer Cu atoms that have
horizontal displacement Fig. 8b. Due to N-site occupa-
tion, the modes in Figs. 8a and 8b lose degeneracy and a
splitting of 2 meV is induced.
All - modes have p2mm-symmetry displacement pat-
terns. At the zone boundary, the first layer couples only to the
longitudinal motion of the second layer. Between - points,
both longitudinal and vertical displacements are seen to
some degree in both first and second layers. The HAS tech-
nique has mapped out a continuous dispersion curves in the
- direction see Fig. 5. The observed optical phonon
mode branch runs from between 10.00.3 meV 8.4 meV
in the calculations at the zone center to 10.80.3 meV
10.8 meV in the calculation as well at the zone boundary
.
The calculations indicate that there is an additional sur-
face mode that is located above the observed optical mode
branch. At  it has a frequency of 14.3 meV. This mode is of
pure shear-horizontal polarization and is not able to couple to
the vertical optical mode nor is it expected to be excited by
helium-atom scattering along this high-symmetry direction
He scattering cannot pick up pure shear-horizontal modes.
HAS has seen evidence of another distinct mode, observed
only in the second zone, dispersing away from the lower





















Wavevector, ∆K (Å -1)
FIG. 6. Dispersion curves of measured surface-phonon modes
along the 11̄0 azimuth. Ei=31.3 meV, N exposure=5000 C,

N=0.49 ML, and Tx=173 K. Triangles designate peak positions
originating from positive-energy transfer to the He atom upon scat-
tering. Squares represent observed peak positions of modes with
negative energy transfers. Short lines show sections of scan curves;
their lengths represent the FWHM of the observed phonon features.
The star is the weakest feature observed one which is distinctly
removed from the main Rayleigh-type mode features.
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mode that has a frequency of 8.1 meV at the zone boundary.
Yet, given our calculated displacement patterns, neither of
the perpendicularly polarized high-symmetry-point  modes
is expected to be twofold degenerate.
The observed optical mode of the reciprocal lattice unit
cell - has a sense of dispersion that is opposite to that
anticipated for simple backfolding of the Cu Rayleigh mode.
The energy, 10.00.3 meV, of the mode at the  point
appears to be substantially reduced compared to that of the
M-point Rayleigh phonon on a clean Cu001 face at 16.8
meV.38 This M-point mode has the same Cu displacement
pattern that was considered in the structural model of Hoeft
et al., illustrated in Fig. 1 above. The stress-relief mechanism
they propose to occur within the uniformly compressed N/Cu
overlayer could be, in part, responsible for the softening of
this vibrational mode. However, for three fundamental rea-
sons, we think this is not the explanation. First, the number
of observed phonon modes, with perpendicular polarization,
is not consistent with the rumpled model. For every perpen-
dicularly polarized mode seen in the - direction in a
p4mm surface the N in fourfold hollow model, a lower
symmetry p2mm surface as per Hoeft’s model must exhibit
two nondegenerate perpendicular modes. Except for the zone
center, the two domains would give rise to two distinct
modes. A surface rumpling might limit the range of observa-
tion of some modes with He scattering, especially close to ,
but we cannot state that we observe two distinct mode
branches dispersing from the  point. Second, we have
looked explicitly for a surface temperature dependence of
surface phonon mode energies. A soft mode could give rise
(a)
(b) (c)
FIG. 7. Color online Calculated surface-phonon dispersion curves a for the unreconstructed c22 N/Cu001; b and c for clean
Cu001 along two different direction sets: b along MX directions and c along  directions. q denotes the surface parallel momentum
of calculated modes; cf. with experimental K values. Projected bulk modes are depicted as solid lines in background. Surface modes are
depicted as circle vertical polarization, triangle longitudinal mode, and cross shear-horizontal mode. Note that only major polarizations
are shown, namely, for weight 30% in the top two Cu layers. Filled red circles and dark triangles represent HAS and EELS Refs. 35
and 36 data, respectively.
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to a locked-in top-layer rumpling. In helium scattering, we
have not discerned any temperature dependence between 173
and 300 K of any observable modes. Significantly, the
-point mode energy does not vary in such a way as to
indicate an imminent or an established symmetry lowering of
the N/Cu001 phase as might have been expected for intro-
duction of a Hoeft-type Cu layer rumpling. And third, our
calculations on the stress level of c22 N/Cu001 have
suggested that the surface stress within the c22
N/Cu001 is not effectively/adequately relieved with the ad-
dition of the proposed rumpling displacements within the
first-layer Cu atoms.24 We thus conclude that surface rum-
pling is not the cause for the softening of this -point optical
mode. More importantly, perhaps, when we carried out cal-
culations for Hoeft’s model at saturation coverage it turned
out to be energetically unstable. That is, such a rumpled
structure relaxes toward the unreconstructed surface that we
describe in this work. Furthermore, we found that even the
slightest rumpling on the first layer renders the system dy-
namically unstable, a condition that makes the model physi-
cally implausible.
In fact, the predominant cause for the softening of the
-point vibrational mode is the effect of N on the layer 1 to
layer 2 interlayer spacing. The calculated force-constant ma-
trix demonstrates this effect. Since the mode contains purely
vertical vibration of the first Cu layer only that is, 100% of
the displacement weight is in the first layer, only vertical
force constants of the first layer Cu atoms, ZZ Cu layer 1,
N or Cu layer l, where l=1,2 , . . . determine the frequency of
this mode. However, since the force constant ZZ Cu layer
1, N or Cu layer l decreases exponentially with the bond
length, it is clear that the interactions with nearest neighbors
in the first layer or second layer or the interaction of first
layer Cu with the N overlayer are most significant. All other
interactions contribute considerably less. Table III shows the
calculated force-constant matrix elements for these interac-
tions in the clean and in the N-containing Cu001 surface.
The interlayer force constant ZZ Cu layer 1, Cu layer 2 is
the largest. Table III indicates that with c22 N coverage
the ZZ Cu layer 1, Cu layer 2 force constant is reduced by
as much as 40%. This change is supplemented by a smaller
absolute change in the intralayer ZZ Cu layer 1, Cu layer
1 but is slightly mitigated by introduction of a negative ZZ
Cu layer 1, N element with N adsorption. The large soften-
ing of the mode at the M point, with N coverage on Cu001
is thus dominated by the N-induced relaxation, i.e., an 8%
expansion of the spacing between Cu layer 1 and 2 and the
associated force constant reduction.
At  other normal modes of the N/Cu100 surface arise
with considerable near-surface displacement amplitudes.
Specifically, a V2 mode shows in the calculations at
19.0 meV. Calculations show an N mode at 33.0 meV.
No -point in-plane longitudinal or H type modes are iden-
tified at all in the calculations until the N H1L1 modes at
95.9 meV. Modes with longitudinal L1 character are ob-
served only midway and beyond in the - direction. At 
the L1 mode is found at 17.2 meV.
The addition of N to the structure enlarges the unit cell,
and the new 11̄0 mirror planes now run through
N-containing sites and no longer through planes containing
the top-layer Cu atoms. That is, not all Cu atomic core po-
sitions are centered on mirror planes. Thus, in contrast to
what happens on an adsorbate-free Cu001 surface, where
every atom lies on a mirror plane, phonon modes along the
11̄0 directions are no longer required to be purely odd or
even with respect to the 11̄0 plane. In other words, not only
shear vertical and longitudinal displacements may couple but
now also the “shear-horizontal” modes can all couple to-
gether. Indeed a H1L1 phonon mode of 7.5 meV is found at
the X point containing both shear-horizontal and longitudinal
components. This and other selected X-point phonon modes
are illustrated in Fig. 9.
Interestingly, the 7.5 meV “clock” displacement pattern is
one that is believed to lock in on the C/Ni001 face. On the
latter face a p22 superstructure is formed, at 0.5 ML of
carbon in fourfold hollow sites, with the locked-in soft-
clock-mode p4g-symmetry reconstruction. The clock-mode
displacements do not involve approach of top-layer Cu at-
oms toward N centers. Consequently, Ibach and
co-workers45,46 were able to show that the energy of this
mode can approach zero if a force constant between first and
second Cu layers approaches zero. In addition, the N-Cu dis-
tances are, in fact, increased slightly by the radial, clock-type
motion about N centers. Thus, Müller et al.47 argued that a
soft-phonon mechanism for reconstruction could be induced
by a large compressive stress, such as is present in
C/Ni100. The clock mode was not expected to be driven to
zero energy in a surface of this symmetry, i.e., one under
tensile stress.
TABLE I. Energies of surface phonons at high-symmetry points
for the clean Cu001 surface. Our calculated mode energies GGA
are compared with the experimental values from earlier EELS Ref.
37 and HAS data Ref. 38. The mode descriptors have a format
V	L	H
i in the descending order of vibrational weight, where i, V,










 V1V2L1L2 10.9 11.0–11.9 12.0
V1V2L1L2 11.6 11.0–11.9
H1H2 13.8




V1L2 13.2 13.4–13.6 13.8
H2 13.8
L1V2 23.7 25.2
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For a surface that is under compressive stress, the clock
mode might approach zero energy even with a finite interac-
tion with lower lying layers. In the case of N/Cu001, a
reduced interaction between top-layer and second-layer Cu
atoms is implied because the calculations render an
N-induced 8% interlayer expansion. Yet, even taken together,
the apparent interlayer expansion and the calculated com-
pressive stress appear insufficient to invoke the p22
clock-mode reconstruction here. Furthermore, the local mini-
mum in vibrational mode energies at the X point i.e., for the
clock mode does not necessarily imply any substantial soft-
ening of that mode. Rather, it is simply the result of back-
folding of the X-M surface phonon mode in Fig. 7b onto
the X- direction. Figure 4 illustrates the nature of the recip-
rocal lattice backfolding. The 7.5 meV mode can also be
considered as a linear combination of the star of four equiva-
lent X-point shear-horizontal modes, umklapped into the
same reciprocal lattice point. In fact the calculated 7.5 meV
clock-mode energy is scarcely affected by backfolding; com-
pare this 7.5 meV with the 8.3 meV H1 mode of the clean
surface!
TABLE II. Energies of surface phonons at high-symmetry points for the c22-N/Cu001 surface. Our
calculated mode energies GGA, for the optimized N in fourfold hollow-site structure, are compared with the





Clean-surface mode for comparisonGGA EELS HAS
 V1 8.4 10.0 17.1 V1 at M
V2 19.0 19.2a 19.9 V2 at M
NV2 33.0 38.5a 40.2b
N H1L1 95.9 91.7c 93.0d,e
N L1H1 95.9 91.7c 93.0d,e
 V1V2L2N 8.9 8.1 10.9 V1V2L1L2
V1V2L2N 10.8 10.8 10.9 V1V2L1L2
H2H1N 14.3







X H1L1 7.5 8.3 H1
L2V1 11.6
H2V1 11.6
V1L2 12.8 13.0f 12.5 13.2 V1L2
V1H2 12.8 13.0f 12.5 13.8 H2








aVertical mode Ref. 36.
bUnknown polarization Ref. 44.
cIn-plane mode Ref. 35.
dIn-plane mode Ref. 36.
eVertical mode Ref. 44.
fVertical polarization Rayleigh wave Ref. 35.
gUnknown polarization Ref. 36.
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Three 7.5, 25.3, and 39.7 meV of the five surface-
localized X-point phonon modes, displayed in Fig. 9, exhibit
combined longitudinal and shear-horizontal character in the
topmost Cu layer. For example, consider the 7.5 meV mode,
described as the clock-mode motion, that on C/Ni001
gives rise to a p4g-symmetry reconstruction. Because of the
glide plane within this displacement pattern, this mode nec-
essarily shows zero intensity at the X point. cf. the static
diffraction pattern of the nonrealized p22 p4g locked-in
reconstruction.




Cu atoms: Top plane
Second plane
Displacements
FIG. 8. Schematic displacement vector patterns, and calculated
mode energies, for selected -point phonon modes. Both modes
involve perpendicular motion of top-layer Cu atoms and longitudi-
nal motion of second layer atoms. a The 8.9 meV acoustic mode
corresponds well with an experimentally observed mode at 8.1
meV. b The energy of the calculated “10.8 meV” optical mode
agrees absolutely with an experimentally observed mode.
TABLE III. Force-constant matrix elements  for Cu atoms in the top layers and in the presence of an N overlayer compared with
those for clean Cu001. Numerical values are expressed in dyn/cm, 1 dyn /cm=10−3 N /m.
c22 N Clean
 Cu layer 1, Cu layer 1  Cu layer 1, Cu layer 1
 X Y Z  X Y Z
1NN X −14721.5 −17900.9 1180.5 X −10883.7 −12088.6 0
Y −24660.8 −14721.5 199.7 1NN Y −12088.6 −10883.7 0
Z −199.7 −1180.5 3052.4 Z 0 0 −1477.7
 Cu layer 1, Cu layer 2  Cu layer 1, Cu layer 2
 X Y Z  X Y Z
1NN X −3977.75 0 4568.9 X −14776.1 0 16062.4
Y 0 −1843.75 3425.6 1NN Y 0 221.8 0
Z 8441.35 2947.4 −8443.5 Z 14821.4 0 −14096
 Cu layer 2, Cu layer 3  Cu layer 2, Cu layer 3
 X Y Z  X Y Z
1NN X −10191.8 0 13834.3 X −12038.1 0 13101.6
Y 0 196.1 0 1NN Y 0 −293.2 0
Z 12322.5 0 −12556.6 Z 12822.2 0 −12418.9
 Cu layer 1, N overlayer
 X Y Z
1NN X −198676 0 27956.7
Y 0 2195.3 0
Z 13097.2 0 −2988.5











FIG. 9. Schematic displacement vector patterns, and calculated
mode energies, for selected X-point phonon modes. All modes in-
volve motion of top-layer Cu atoms. Modes at 11.6 and 12.8 meV
exhibit vertical motion in the topmost Cu plane. Modes at 7.5, 25.3,
and 39.7 meV have both longitudinal and shear-horizontal motion
in the topmost Cu plane. The 11.6 meV mode alone displays lateral
motion of the second-layer Cu atoms situated below N adsorbates.
For all modes shown here, N has comparatively small displace-
ment vectors. He scattering data implies the “12.8 mode” lies
closer to 12.5 meV.
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Standard planar scattering methods are insensitive to
shear-horizontal displacement components, but the scattering
probe can still couple to the longitudinal motion within this
layer. The 11.6 meV mode is, in principle, observable at the
X point, but has only comparatively small vertical motion in
the top layer. The mode is located predominantly in the sec-
ond layer of atoms. Hence it is not observed readily in the
HAS measurements. Conversely, the 12.8 meV mode is pre-
dominantly located in the first layer of Cu atoms and is more
prominent at the X point. Both the “11.6 meV” and the “12.8
meV” mode displacement patterns show twofold, c2 mm
symmetry but on a fourfold substrate. Thus, these modes are
each twofold degenerate. This degeneracy is lost as one
probes along the X- direction.
The 22.9 meV X-point mode see Table II, located
mostly in the second atomic layer, shows vertical character
in the second layer and, like the 7.5 meV mode combined
longitudinal and shear-horizontal character in the first layer.
The latter displacement pattern would establish a p22
unit cell with p4mm symmetry. Consequently, this mode is,
in principle, observable at the X point; although neither HAS
nor EELS has seen such a high-lying mode. This mode is
onefold degenerate. In contrast, another X-point surface
mode with combined longitudinal and shear-horizontal char-
acter in the first layer, identified as the 25.3 meV mode, has
been observed in EELS.
The 25.1 meV X-point mode involves vertical motion in
the first layer and has in-plane character in the second layer.
As this degenerate mode is mainly second-layer vibration, it
is also not observed with HAS.
In agreement with earlier EELS data,35,37 the energy of a
mode at the X point in the surface Brillouin zone is insensi-
tive to N addition. EELS gives 13.4 meV Ref. 37 for clean
and 13.0 meV Ref. 35 for N/Cu The calculated mode is
lowered only from 13.2 to 12.8 meV. He scattering sees this
mode, apparently shifting with N adsorption from 13.2 to
12.5 meV. As there is as slight discrepancy between EELS
and helium data, it may be that the He scattering is also
slightly more sensitive to the 11.6 meV mode, as shown in
Fig. 9b. The vertical amplitude of the topmost Cu plane is
of order six times smaller for the lower energy mode. The
helium scattering is rarely able to resolve more than one
mode, at any point along the dispersing mode from  to X.
Close to the zone boundary we propose that the four avail-
able nondegenerate modes dispersing from X toward  can
play a role. Some of those modes are anticipated at energies
in excess of the observed 12.5 meV zone boundary energy.
The experimental energy widths full width at half maximum
FWHM of selected modes are also illustrated in Fig. 6. At
a parallel momentum transfer 0.9 of the way to the zone
boundary X, the FWHM of the observed 12.5 meV mode
is 3.20.3 meV. At a parallel momentum transfer 0.9 of
the way to the zone boundary, the FWHM of the observed
modes is smaller, at 2.80.2 meV. At parallel momentum
transfers 0.7 of the way to the zone boundary, or smaller,
the indicated FWHM of the observed modes reduces to
1.30.1 meV. Away from zone boundary, there is another
slightly unexpected result. The observed albeit “combined”
modes show an almost linear dispersion. At 0.6 Å−1 0.5
of the zone boundary HAS sees a mode at 7 meV. In
contrast the calculations predict the lowest observable mode
at an energy in excess of 8.5 meV. The calculated figure lies
significantly outside of the HWHM of observations.
Although the energies, 12.8 and 7.5 meV, of the X-point
modes were not strongly affected by N adsorption, there are
modes that do undergo drastic stiffening. The strongly dis-
persing mode, located just above the bulk background in Fig.
7a, is such a mode. It has a vibrational energy of 28.8 meV
at  and 39.7 meV at X. Because there is no similar Cu001
mode, this is a clear example of N-induced stiffening. The
mode character also changes abruptly from  to X. At  it
shows N, and second layer Cu, vertical displacements to-
gether with longitudinal displacement of the first-layer Cu
atoms. On approaching X, it becomes a mode of purely in-
plane motion of the first-layer Cu atoms. Near  the mode
becomes resonant with bulk modes. The displacement pat-
tern at X is of particular importance and is depicted in Fig.
9e. The lateral motion of the top-layer Cu atoms is such
that each N is simultaneously compressed by the approach of
four nearest-neighbor Cu atoms. For this motion, the force
constants  Cu layer 1, Cu layer l  ,=X,Y and l
=1,2 , . . . and  Cu layer 1, N overlayer  ,=X,Y
contribute in determining the mode energy. From the force-
constant matrix we see this motion’s largest force constant,
XX Cu layer 1, N overlayer, is 1.9105 dyn /cm, which
is almost an order of magnitude larger than even the largest
of the first-layer Cu-Cu interatomic force constants such as
YX Cu layer 1, Cu layer 1. This mode, therefore, is ex-
tremely sensitive to the N addition; at the X point the result-
ing frequency reaches as high as 39.7 meV. Not only this
mode but also those surface modes with similar in-plane po-
larization, such as the mode of 51.6 meV at X, show such
dramatic stiffening. In contrast, in the X-point clock mode at
7.5 meV Fig. 9a the N-Cu bond-length change is second
order in displacement amplitude, as the relative motions are
tangential to the N-Cu line. The largest force constant of the
clock-mode energy is, therefore, 2.4104 dyn /cm YX
Cu layer 1, Cu layer 1 and the clock-mode energy is ba-
sically insensitive to N addition. EELS do not see this mode
since its cross-section is quite small because it is a coupled
shear-horizontal and longitudinal mode.35 In regard to N vi-
brational modes lying above this mode, our calculated
N-vibrational frequency along -X shows a deviation of
about 5 meV from the EELS data.
We comment now on the arguments brought forward in
support of the Hoeft model.7 The model was initially pro-
posed on the basis of interpretation of photoelectron diffrac-
tion data.22,48 Since then, several papers have discussed how
STM images may or may not be compatible with lower sym-
metry phase proposed in the Hoeft model.7,11,48–51 The issue
essentially was: what does the STM, in fact, image? If the
high spots in an STM image are N atoms, then the p4mm
c22 model is supported with N in fourfold hollows. If
instead the high spots are Cu atoms, then the second c2 mm,
c22 model is supported with a rumpled Cu plane, as
described by Hoeft22. The registry of high spots in STM,
with respect to those in adjacent c22 patches, is not con-
clusive. The registry of high spots with respect to the Cu
placements is not immediately interpretable, inasmuch as the
copper lattice is known to be markedly distorted at the edges
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of c22 patches.5 A recent and careful work of Ohno et
al.11 has shown the most convincing argument for the tradi-
tional “fourfold hollow adsorption site,” with N at high
points in the STM image. Nevertheless, others propose alter-
native assignments of features in STM images—e.g., N at
low points in the image.52
An additional argument for the “rumpled” model was
based on the fact that there appear to be two types of clean
“channels” between adjacent c22 patches in STM im-
ages. One appears narrow, well ordered, and straight. The
second is comparatively broad and meandering. Driver et
al.48 argued that the lower twofold symmetry of the rumpled
patches automatically gives rise to the two channel types.
But this argument is insufficient as, in practice, two channel
types can exist without involving the lower symmetry c2
2 structure. Specifically, adjacent p4mm c22 regions
that exist with one N-placement phase might have a bound-
ary that is narrow. Conversely, a broader boundary might
exist between out-of-phase, i.e., “displaced” N c22
patches. Yet, we must acknowledge that there is some calcu-
lational evidence now for slight rumpling for the same phase
of N on the W100 substrate.53
We now take up the issue as to whether any of the phonon
mode energies can be influenced by compressive surface
stress levels. In HAS experiments, we have explicitly looked
for the influence of surface stress on the observable phonon
modes. No measurable effects were seen: all phonon disper-
sion curves mode energies appear identical at exposure lev-
els ranging from 90 to 5000 C! In calculation, we find
enormously softened or stiffened surface modes. However,
these stiffenings/softenings do not occur for all surface pho-
non modes, but arise when a mode displays the dominant
vertical vibration of first-layer Cu atoms or the dominant
in-plane vibration of the first-layer Cu atoms that contract the
N-Cu bond. The vertical mode softening is due mainly to the
large expansion of the first layer, and the stiffening of the
longitudinal modes derives mainly from the involvement of
the N-Cu bond vibration. Thus, stiffening/softening of a pho-
non mode depends critically on the local coupling of N and
Cu atoms. The stiffening/softening is not primarily due to the
repulsive interaction between Cu atoms in the first layer i.e.,
compressive surface stress, although it could still be contrib-
uting slightly.
V. SUMMARY
Rayleigh-type acoustic and optical modes of the c22
N/Cu001 phase have been measured with inelastic helium-
atom scattering. Close agreement is found with our DFT slab
calculations of vibrational modes in an optimized 0.5 ML N
on Cu001 structure. Our HAS measurements and DFT cal-
culations also reproduce well the results of an earlier EELS
measurement of the energy of a mode at the X-point vertical
displacement. The energy of this mode is insensitive to N
addition. But calculations show that the character of this
mode changes considerably as the surface unit cell is en-
larged with local 0.5 ML N coverage. At the X point, both
longitudinal and shear-horizontal motions combine in the
displacement vectors of this, as well as in those of four other
surface modes. The mode with the lowest energy at X is an
optical clock mode: top-layer Cu atoms rotate about N posi-
tions. The energy calculated for this mode is 7.5 meV. The
calculated energy of a shear-horizontal top-layer clean-
surface mode lies very close, at 8.3 meV. Unfortunately,
these modes are not observable with scattering probes.
Optical modes were detected, with HAS, along the 100
direction. N induces an 2.7 meV gap opening at the new 
zone boundary. At the zone center, the optical mode is ob-
served at 10.00.3 meV. The calculated energy for this
mode lies at 8.4 meV. This energy lies considerably below
the analogous M point mode of the clean surface, at 16.8
meV. This mode softening is mainly due to the N-adsorbate-
induced weakening of the first-to-second-layer binding
which is compensated by increased in-plane interactions
through binding to the N adsorbate. The mode softening,
while dramatic, is not sufficient to induce a static rumpling
of the topmost Cu layer, as was predicted by PhD results.
The N-containing surface shows no observable
temperature- or coverage-induced variations in the vibra-
tional modes. Stress levels internal to the N patches are
known to vary considerably with N coverage.24 The observed
phonon modes are thus insensitive to lateral stress levels.
The stiffening or softening in the calculation is specific to the
local coupling of a phonon mode and is not primarily due to
the compressive surface stress, i.e., to repulsive interactions
of surface Cu atoms.
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